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Abstract

English. The POS tagger developed
by Mivoq to tag tweets according to
PosTwITA task guidelines as defined at
Evalita 2016 is presented. The system ob-
tained third position with 92.7% of accu-
racy.

Italiano. Si presenta il POS tagger svilup-
pato da Mivoq per etichettare i tweet sec-
ondo le linee guida del task PosTwITA, cos
come definite per Evalita 2016. Il sistema
ha ottenuto la terza posizione con un ac-
curatezza del 92.7%.

1 Introduction

Twitter messages (Tweets) are challenging for
Natural Language Processing (NLP) due to the
conversational nature of their content, the uncon-
ventional orthography and the 140 character limit
of each tweet (Gimpel et al., 2011). Moreover
tweets contain many elements that are not typical
in conventional text, such as emoticons, hashtags,
at-mentions, discourse markers, URL and emails.

Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems make large use
of NLP technologies as part of input preprocess-
ing, in order to cope with:

• homographs disambiguation: TTS systems
may use POS tagging as a preliminary step
to identify the correct pronunciation for those
words that shares the same written form, but
are pronounced differently. Many Italian ho-
mographs can be disambiguated using the
POS tag (e.g., the string “ancora” has two
possible pronunciations according to the fact
that we are referring to the noun “anchor” or
to the adverb “still”), although in some cases
more information is needed;

• words expansion: as not all the text corre-
spond to pronounceable words, TTS systems
need to convert some strings into pronounce-
able words (e.g., numbers, units, acronyms,
URL, . . . ). POS tags are useful to identify the
function of a string and perform correct ex-
pansion (e.g., the string “1” can be expanded
into “uno”, “un” and “una”, according to the
POS tags of the surrounding strings);

• prosody prediction: prosody includes sev-
eral aspects of speech, such as intonation,
stress, tempo, rhythm and pauses, that are of-
ten not perfectly encoded by grammar or by
choice of vocabulary, but still are important
for the communication and should be cor-
rectly rendered by TTS systems. POS tags
correlate with several prosodic aspects (e.g.,
content words are generally produced with
more prominence than function words) and
thus are useful for prosody prediction.

This work is the first attempt of the author to
develop a POS tagger suitable for usage in a TTS
system dealing with tweets.

2 Description of the system

The proposed system is the combination of several
taggers and resources:

• Hunpos (Halácsy et al., 2007), an open-
source reimplementation of TnT (Brants,
2000) HMM based tagger;

• Yamcha (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2003), an
open-source Support Vector Machine (SVM)
based tagger;

• CRFSuite (Okazaki, 2007), a Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) based tagger;

• Evalita 2016 PosTwITA training data set;



• Evalita 2009 POS Tagging training data
set (Attardi and Simi, 2009; Attardi et al.,
2008; Zanchetta and Baroni, 2005), this cor-
pus comprises 108,874 word forms divided
into 3,719 sentences extracted from the on-
line edition of the newspaper “La Repub-
blica” and annotated using the Tanl tag-set;

• ISTC pronunciation dictionary: originally
developed for the Italian module of the Fes-
tival Text-To-Speech system (Cosi et al.,
2001), has been later expanded by several
contributors and currently includes pronunci-
ations of 3,177,286 distinct word forms. POS
tag information (using Tanl tag-set) has been
added to each pronunciation for the purpose
of pronunciation disambiguation; for this rea-
son this information is reliable for all those
words with multiple possible pronunciations,
but many admissible tags may be missing for
the other entries.

Six different taggers, corresponding to different
combinations of these resources, have been tested
in a 10-fold cross-validation scheme. Three tag-
gers have been trained on the PosTwITA training
data and thus can be used independently to solve
the Evalita 2016 PosTwITA task. Two of them
have been trained on Evalita 2009 Pos Tagging
training data and can be used to solve that task
instead. The sixth tagger combines the above tag-
gers and is the system that has been proposed.

2.1 Hunpos

Hunpos has been used as a black box, without the
use of an external morphological lexicon: an at-
tempt have been made to use the ISTC pronunci-
ation dictionary, but performance degraded. Hun-
pos has been trained on PosTwITA training data,
where it obtained an average accuracy of 92.51%,
and on Evalita 2009 Pos Tagging training data,
where it obtained and average accuracy of 95.72%.

2.2 Yamcha

Yamcha allows the usage of arbitrary features and
can be used to implement a wide range of tag-
gers. Features combinations are implicitly ex-
panded using a polynomial kernels and exploited
by SVM (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2003).

Several feature sets have been tested, using the
default parameters for Yamcha (i.e., only pair wise
multi class method and second degree polynomial

kernel have been used). Yamcha has been trained
on PosTwITA training data and obtained an aver-
age accuracy of 95.41%.

2.2.1 Baseline
The baseline experiment with Yamcha consists in
using features proposed by its author for English
POS-tagging (Kudo, 2003 2005):

• the string to be annotated (i.e., the word);

• three Boolean flags set to true if: the string
contains a digit, the string contains non al-
phanumeric characters, the first character of
the string is an upper case character;

• the suffixes and prefixes of the string (with
character length from 1 to 4, set to nil if
the original string is shorter than the suffix or
the prefix length).

The default feature window has been used in
this experiment (i.e., for each word form, features
for previous two word forms and next two word
forms are used, as long as the annotation results of
the previous two word forms). Average accuracy
is reported in table 1.

2.2.2 Twitter specific elements
A rule-based annotator for typical twitter ele-
ments (Prescott, 2012 2013) has been imple-
mented:

• hashtags: an hash followed by a string com-
posed by word characters only (the actual im-
plementation allow some common symbols
in the string, such as apostrophe, dots or &,
thus matching author intention rather than
proper twitter syntax);

• at-mentions: an optional dot, followed by an
@ symbol, followed by a valid username (the
actual implementation do not validate user-
names and allows some common symbols in
usernames);

• URLs (common mistakes are handled and
matched in the implementation);

• emoticons: rules have been added to match
both western (e.g., “:-)”, “:-(”, . . . ) and Asian
(e.g., “ˆ ˆ”, “UwU”, . . . ) style emoticons,
to handle characters repetitions (e.g., “:-)))”)
and to match a subset of Unicode emoji. The
rules have been tuned on a set of emoticons



described in Wikipedia (Wikipedia users,
2004 2016) and expanded according to the
author’s experience.

Although the accuracy improvement due to this
feature was marginal (see table 1), it was present
in all the tests and allowed almost perfect match of
all Twitter specific elements, which is very impor-
tant for words expansion.

2.2.3 Normalized string

Phonetic normalization has been proposed to deal
with the many alternate spelling of words in En-
glish tweets (Gimpel et al., 2011). In this work
a much simpler normalization is used, consisting
in consecutive duplicated characters removal and
converting to lower case. The following feature
set has been tested:

• the string to be annotated (i.e., the word);

• three Boolean flags set to true if: the string
contains a digit, the string contains non al-
phanumeric characters, the first character of
the string is an upper case character;

• the suffixes and prefixes of the string (with
character length from 1 to 3, set to nil if
the original string is shorter than the suffix or
the prefix length);

• the prefixes and suffixes of the normalized
string (with character length from 1 to 4 and
1 to 6 respectively).

• Twitter elements rule-based annotation.

In order to reduce the number of features, prefixes,
suffixes and twitter annotations of the surround-
ing words has not been considered. The system
achieved an average accuracy of 94.61%.

2.2.4 Dictionary tags

Finally 12 Boolean flags has been added, by per-
forming a dictionary lookup using the normalized
strings. Each flag corresponds to a PosTwITA
tag (VERB CLIT, VERB, INTJ, PROPN, NOUN,
ADJ, ADP, ADP A, SYM, ADV, DET, NUM) and
is set to true if the ISTC dictionary contains a Tanl
POS tag that can be mapped into it. By adding this
feature the system achieved and average accuracy
of 95.41%.

2.3 CRFSuite

The same feature sets used with Yamcha have been
tested with CRFSuite, leading to very similar re-
sults, as shown in table 1. CRFSuite has been
trained on both PosTwITA and on Evalita 2009
Pos Tagging training data sets, obtaining similar
accuracy for both.

2.4 Tagger combination

The final system is a combination of five taggers
based on Yamcha, by adding their output to the
feature set. Tags associated to the surrounding to-
kens (3 previous and 3 next) are considered: using
a larger window helped reducing errors with AUX
and VERB tags. Results for individual taggers and
the final system are shown in table 1. The sys-
tem achieved an average accuracy of 95.97%. Im-
plementing the same system using only the three
taggers trained on PosTwITA data, lead to a very
similar average accuracy of 95.74%, however the
proposed system achieved better results in all the
tests.

3 Results

Hunpos Yamcha CRFSuite
Evalita 2009 POS Tagging

Hunpos 95.72%
YN+T+D 95.41%

Evalita 2016 PosTwITA
Hunpos 92.51%
YB 93.17% 93.02%
YB+T 93.30%
YN+T 94.61% 94.17%
YN+T+D 95.41% 95.31%
MT 95.97%

Table 1: 10-fold cross-validation average accuracy
of a few configurations on both Evalita 2009 POS
Tagging and Evalita 2016 PosTwITA training sets.

Table 1 reports average accuracy obtained in 10-
fold cross-validation experiments on Evalita 2016
PosTwITA and Evalita 2009 POS Tagging data
sets. Each column corresponds to a different tag-
ger and each row corresponds to a different fea-
ture set, as described in section 2. YB is the base-
line feature set described in section 2.2.1, YB+T
is the baseline feature set with rule-based Twit-
ter elements’ annotation described in section 2.2.2,
YN+T is the feature set described in section 2.2.3



Hunpos Yamcha CRFSuite
Hunpos 85.90%

(86.43%)

YB 88.95% 88.86%
(89.75%) (89.58%)

YB+T 88.91%
(89.72%)

YN+T 90.10% 90.25%
(91.01%) (90.83%)

YN+T+D 91.36% 92.06%
(92.27%) (92.71%)

MT 92.71%
(93.74%)

Table 2: blind test average accuracy of a few con-
figurations.

and YN+T+D is the YN+T feature set with the
addition of dictionary usage as described in sec-
tion 2.2.4. MT is the final system described in
section 2.4. Table 2 reports accuracy results for
the same configurations on the PosTwITA test set.
In this case results after manual correction of the
test set are reported below the official results.

4 Discussion

Results in table 1 and table 2 shows that Yam-
cha and CRFSuite behave very similarly. By using
YN+T+D feature set, CRFSuite achieves accuracy
similar to that of Hunpos on the Evalita 2009 POS
Tagging training set. With that feature set, per-
formance of CRFSuite on both Evalita 2009 POS
Tagging and Evalita 2016 PosTwITA training sets
are very similar, suggesting the idea that YN+T+D
feature set is quite stable and can be used success-
fully for both tasks. It would be interesting to in-
clude similar features in Hunpos in order to con-
firm the hypothesis.

Results on the Evalita 2016 PosTwITA test set
shows a big accuracy loss, suggesting a mismatch
between the training and the test sets. Manual cor-
rection of the test set, performed by the author,
alleviated the differences, but still results are not
comparable. Table 3 reports the 10 most frequent
tokens in the PosTwITA training and test sets. The
test set includes only function words and punctu-
ation, but the most frequent word in the training
set is the proper noun “Monti” and the word “gov-
erno” (government) is also among the most fre-
quent tokens. Including at-mentions, hashtags and
without considering the case, the word “monti”

Training set Test set
3362 . 124 ,
2908 , 85 e
2315 Monti 82 .
2148 di 77 di
2109 : 66 che
1915 il 66 a
1652 e 64 ”
1503 che 52 ?
1499 a 50 :
1437 governo 49 ...

Table 3: 10 most frequent tokens in PosTwITA
training and test sets.

appears in 3460 tokens, making it the most fre-
quent token in the data set and suggesting a very
narrow topic. On the other hand the test set topic
seems more general: the most frequent tokens are
either words or punctuation marks and the first
proper noun, “Italia” (Italy), appears at position
43. Given the topic mismatch, the tagger combi-
nation seems more stable than individual taggers.

The author goal was to investigate the pos-
sibility to implement a POS tagger suitable for
reading tweets within a TTS system. Confus-
ing NOUN and PROPN tags, and confusing ADJ,
NOUN, AUX and VERB tags (in particular with
nouns derived from adjectives or with adjectives
derived from verbs) are among the most frequent
errors. These errors do not typically affect the pro-
nunciations. Hashtags, at-mentions and URL are
correctly recognized with just one error, so that
correct expansion of these elements can be per-
formed. Several emoticons were wrongly anno-
tated as punctuation, due to the limited set of Uni-
code emoji recognized by the rule-based annota-
tion system and can be easily fixed by extend the
match to the whole Unicode emoji set.

The difference in terms of accuracy between
CRFSuite with YN+T+D feature set and the tag-
ger combination, does not seem to justify the over-
head of running multiple taggers; it would be in-
teresting to train the taggers on a more general
data set, eventually using the proposed tagger to
bootstrap its annotation. Assuming that the pro-
nunciation dictionary is already available in the
TTS, the YN+T+D feature set described in sec-
tion 2 seems appropriate for the POS tagging task
for both tweets and more conventional text.
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